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Learning from the Red Line program in India on the labelling of antibiotics: a 
qualitative interview study exploring experiences of the general public, pharmacists, 
and policy-makers
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Background Previous research in LMICs shows that communities are often not able 
to distinguish antibiotics from other commonly sold medicines. The Red Line 
campaign, launched in India in 2016, introduced a ‘red line’ on the packaging of 
prescription only medicines (POMs) including antibiotics. The campaign had three 
objectives: (i) improve the identification of POMs; (ii) curb self-medication; and (iii) 
increase awareness on antibiotics. The aim of this study was to explore experiences 
from the general public, pharmacists and policy-makers with Red Line to understand 
the awareness about the campaign, how the campaign was perceived and 
implemented.

Methods An exploratory qualitative study was conducted using semi-structured 
interviews. Fifteen interviews were conducted with participants from different states 
across India: 5 general public members (Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, West Bengal, 
Rajasthan), 5 pharmacists (Tamil Nadu) and 5 policy-makers (Kerala). Online 
interviews were conducted, audio recorded and transcribed. A thematic data analysis 
was applied.

Results The interview data suggest an overall low awareness on the meaning of the 
red line on medicine packages among the general public, pharmacists and 
healthcare workers. While some participants believed that a ‘red warning’ would 
catch people’s attention, others worried that the red line could be overlooked as 
medicine packages are typically full of information. Other factors that hinder the 
visibility of the red line on the packaging included variations in medicine dispensing 
practices (e.g., only blister pack and no medicine box) as well as patient’s medicine 



storage habits (e.g., removal from original packaging). Suggestions for future 
implementation efforts were: involvement and training of pharmacists and 
prescribers, and regulation reinforcements. The data also suggest a lack of 
awareness and confusion about what POMs and antibiotics are, and on how to 
identify them. Finally, ideas were shared by participants on how to improve their 
identification (Table 1).
 

Conclusions Most of our participants were not aware of the meaning of the Red Line 
labelling on the POM packaging. Also, the Red Line labelling can be overlooked 
which limits its purpose. These lessons are valuable to improve and guide future 
interventions on the labelling of antibiotics to improve their identification, dispensing 
and use.
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